
Re-visiting  Mime 
Martha Child - Evans 
Learning Outcome: 
* To re-visit Skill of mime.   
* To incorporate the elements of mime in a practical scenario.  
 
Exercise 1: Quickfire Quiz on Mime  
4/5 Well remembered Martha, Mime is a ‘universal’ language – accessible to everyone! 
 
Exercise 2: Marcel Marceau   
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XEsfpRrfXf4 – watched  
That was really effective because he used the illusions very well to entertain his audience and he made it 

look very real; he used exaggeration and sometimes slowed his actions down    
 
Exercise 3: Your turn! 
Now, pick one of the following four things and mime doing it in its smallest size and then its largest size. 
How will you emphasise this? Try showing a member of your family (this can be done later in the day if it is 
easier). Can they work out what you are miming?  

- drinking a tiny cup of tea then a huge one 
- climbing a tiny ladder then a huge one 
 

Drinking a tiny cup of tea is quite a good way to show something is hard or to show when you are struggling 
and it’s very easy to exaggerate and have a good effect on the audience because if ou cant use your vocals 
your movements  have to be very precise and emphasised but when you drink a huge one its quite comedic 
and silly Good contrasts and interesting findings 
 
Exercise 4: Bring it all together – PEFORMANCE TIME! 
Choose one of the scenarios to bring to life and perform to a family member ( Yes, be brave and ‘go for it’!) 
Remember: Key Elements in Mime 
Exaggerated Action – bigger than in real life to make events crystal clear to your audience 
Use your whole body 
Exaggerated Emotions – Use BIG facial expressions ( think of clowns) and your whole body 
Exaggerated Energy – the amount of effort you put into whatever you do 
Precision - Every action is thought of as a step by step process and executed in an exact manner. Meaning 
is clear 
Consistency – Once something is created on stage it remains there until you get rid of ot! Keep a trac of 
where you put things! 
 
 
Exercise 4: Evaluation. How did it go? Did they understand what you did? Why? 
What have you been reminded about Mime from today’s lesson?  
It went well. They did know what I was doing because I was trying to make it as clear as possible what I was 
doing. It worked because I kept emphasising what I was doing (consistency). I also practised it before in 
front of a mirror to see what I was doing and to see how I could improve.  
 From re doing mime I have learnt that to really emphasise your movements so that your audience can really 
understand what you are trying to do and to consistently do that because you can’t just do it once to explain 
the main bit of the story 
 
Great work Martha and well done for performing in front of an audience! Practicing in front 
of the mirror meant you were well prepared which is so important as it gives you confidence. 
Well done. Clear understanding and I hope you enjoyed re-visiting the work and 
remembering how effective it could be.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XEsfpRrfXf4


 


